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Lexical chunks combine the functions of lexicology, grammar and the 
pragmatic. Their importance in SLA is highlighted in second language studies. 
The literature review suggests that lexical chunks play vital roles in language 
development, for example, improving oral fluency. Levelt (1993) proposes that 
procedualization should be critical for oral fluency’s development in speech 
production. Lexical chunks can improve the efficiency of lexical retrieving and 
grammar encoding, can save time for the oral production process, and allow the 
speaker to produce more smooth and appropriate speech. 
 The present study is undertaken on the basis of psycholinguistics, oral 
production theories and reviews of studies on lexical chunks. It is an attempt to 
explore the following :( 1) the correlation between the use of lexical chunks and 
development of oral fluency ;( 2) the effectiveness of lexical chunks approach in 
improving the vocational college students’ oral English fluency. 
In this research, 30 subjects were selected from the same grade, whose major 
was Business English. They were divided into two groups, the experimental group 
and the control group. In each group, students were divided into three small groups 
according to their English proficiency. The experimental group was trained with 
lexical chunks methods, while the control group was trained in a traditional way. 
The study tested the oral English fluency through two quantitative indices: temporal 
indices and language performance indices. 
    The findings are as follows: 
(1) The use of lexical chunks and the development of oral fluency were closely 
correlated. 
(2) The subjects from the experimental group made statistically greater 
improvement in oral English fluency when making the oral presentation. 















efficiency, speech–processing efficiency and speaking confidence.  
(3)  A plateau effect occurred in the development of L2 oral fluency.  
From the post test, it was concluded that the students with middle and low 
level of English proficiency made greater and more remarkable progress 
than the students with higher English proficiency. 
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